Modeling (1H) exchange: an estimate of the error introduced in MRI by assuming the fast exchange limit in bolus tracking.
A simulation is presented which calculates the MRI signal expected from a model tissue for a given pulse sequence after a bolus injection of a contrast agent. The calculation assumes two physiologic compartments only, the intravascular and extravascular spaces. The determination of the concentration of contrast in each compartment as a function of time and position has been outlined in a previous publication (Moran and Prato, Magn Reson Med 2001;45:42-45). These contrast agent concentrations are used here to determine the NMR relaxation times as a function of time and position within the tissue. Knowledge of this simulated tissue 'map' of relaxation times as a function of time provides the information required to determine whether the proton exchange rate is fast or slow on the NMR timescale. Since with a bolus injection the concentration of contrast and hence the relaxation time may vary with position along the capillary, some segments of the capillary are allowed to be in fast exchange with the extravascular space, while others may be in slow exchange. Using this information, and parameters specific to a given tissue, the MRI signal for a given pulse sequence is constructed which correctly accounts for differences in proton exchange across the length of the capillary. It is shown that extravascular contrast agents show less signal dependence on water exchange, and thus may be more appropriate for quantitative imaging when using fast exchange assumptions. It is also shown that nondistributed compartment models can incorrectly estimate the water exchange that is occurring at the capillary level if exchange-minimizing pulse sequences are not used.